




If you are looking for a  beautiful  turn in a 

new direction, discover Caracole. 

Inspired and  sophisticated, we love to 

incorporate special, unexpected moments with 

multi-functional practicality, innovative storage 

options and other novel details. While each  distinctive portfolio stands alone in its own 

unique style, the goal is the same: to provide 

furniture filled with  personality, and 

offered at an exceptional value.





Caracole Classic was born of our vision to create 

a furnishings line that had personality, was playful, 

and an exciting value for high style furniture. We 

are known for our use of unique materials, finishes 

and fabrics. Our emphasis is on design individuality 

while also addressing whole room environments 

through an eclectic lifestyle approach. We strive 

to create a unique genre in furniture design: 

distinctive pieces for every room of the home that 

are sophisticated, refined, and creative. 









A statement in luxury, Signature is a mélange of 

elegant materials that have been finely crafted 

into furniture with regal style. Throughout the 

collection are dramatic statements for living rooms, 

dining rooms, studies, sitting areas, entertainment 

rooms and bedrooms in highly-polished finishes, 

unique woods, majestic gold metals,  indulgent 

leathers and sumptuous fabrics. At once refined 

and aristocratic, Signature is a bespoke collection 

for international connoisseurs of high design. 









Caracole Modern furnishings reflect simplicity in design, 
finish and fabric, suitable for contemporary lifestyles. 
And while simplicity may represent a less complicated 
way of life, it’s also a timeless tenant of home fashion.  
The nucleus of the Caracole Modern brand will 
always be its commitment ensuring product longevity 
through simple sophistication and craftsmanship that 
honors the beauty of natural materials.









Exclusively yours. Celebrate your style 
confidence by stepping up to the Caracole 
Couture high end custom upholstery 
program. Select from our many luxurious 
fabrics, finishes - including Benjamin Moore 
paint color match - to create one-of-a-kind 
looks, custom fit for your decor. Correlate 
with any interior color palette, and relish 
the opportunity to express your uniquely 
personal tastes and talents for creating 
beautiful spaces.









Compositions is a portfolio that adds sophistication 

to the most luxurious homes, either through the 

use of unique single pieces that provide an 

instantaneous, memorable updates to a room or 

by renovating entire spaces. Each designer-inspired 

piece is about elegance, shape and movement 

that come to life through the use of rich exposed 

wood frames, gleaming metalwork, etched glass 

and elegant fabrics that put rich textures and 

curvaceous outlines front and center. 









PPlease feel free to contact us with any questions, comments or suggestions about 
Caracole products or ordering procedures. Our team will get back with you 

with the answers or information you need as quickly as possible!

Marketing Department:
 

To the Trade & Hospitality Sales:

Additional Information:

Corporate Location:

Website:

p: 800.468.8730 | f: 336.389.5250
marketing@caracole.com
 
p: 844.389.5200 | f: 844.389.5201
designer@caracole.com

p: 800.468.8730 | f: 800.848.8930
info@caracole.com

4200 Tudor Lane
Greensboro, NC, 27410

caracole.com
designshop.caracole.com

Let's connect. We love social butterflies.
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